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The k-closure of a graph G, as defined by Bandy and Chvdtal, is the graph obtained from G 
by recursively joining pairs of nonadjacent vertices with degree-sum at least k. We determine 
the number of edges necessary for the k-closure of a graph to be complete. 
1. The theorem 
We follow the notation and terminology of Bondy [a] except that we do not 
allow multiple edges or loops and we use y1 to denote the number of vertices of a 
graph. 
Given a graph G of order n and a nonnegative integer k, there is a unique 
smallest supergraph H of order n such that d,(u) + d&) < k for all uv$ E(H). 
Bondy and Chvfital [l] have called this graph H the k-closure of G and denoted it 
by c,(G). 
They further defiine a property P to be k-stable if whenever G + uv has 
property P and d,(u) + &(v) 2 k, then G itself has property P. The stability of 
each of several properties is determined in [l]; in particular it is shown (by 
paraphrasing Ore’s proof [5]) that the property of containing a hamiltonian cycle 
is n -stable. 
Since Ck (G) can be obtained from G by recursively joining nonadjiacent 
vertices with degree-sum at least k, they conclude that if P is k-stable and Ck (G) 
has property P, then G itself has property P. 
All of the properties, save one, whose stabilities were determined by Bondy and 
Chv6tal are enjoyed by all appropriately large complete graphs; consequently it is 
of interest to know when it is possible for Ck( G) to be complete. Our object is the 
determination of the minimum numbe of edges a graph G of order n can have if 
C,(G) is to be complete. We denote this number by f(k) (it is, as we will argue, 
independent of n) and will show the following. 
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Tkorem. f(k) = [d( k + 2)* ] for incomplete gruphs. 
Before proving thir result we note certain conszquences of it. 
Remstlr 1. In [ 11, Bondy and Chvatal described an algorithm for obtaining C,(G) 
from G in O(n4) steps. If the degree-sum of the vertices of G is less than 
2[$(k + 2)*] then, of course, there is no point in applying the algorithm with the 
hope of obtaining Ck( G) = K,. 
Rpemark 2. The Bondy-Chvatal citerion for the existence of a hamiltonian cycle is 
simply the following: G is hamiltonian if any only if C,(G) is hamiltonian. 
nsequently for each s, [i( n + 2)2] s s s(z), there is a hamiltonian graph with n 
vertices and s edges satisfying the Bondy-Chvatal criterion. In marked contrast to 
this, a graph with fewer than fn* edges obviously cannot satisfy Dirac’s criterion 
WI 
1; a graph G satisfies Ore’s criterion [S] and u is a vertex of G with minimum 
degree S, then each of the n -8 - 1 vertices not adjacent to u has degree at least 
n - 6 so tnat G has at least 
(n;6)+(E~1)~%n2-l) edges. 
Suppose G is a graph with degree sequence dl, . . . , 4, such that d1 s l l l “d,, 
and that P&a’s criterion [6] holds. Then d, > m for m <i(n - 1) and, if 11 is odd, 
Cr, 2 3 i(n - 1). Consequently G has at least &(3n* + 8n - 11) edges if n is odd and 
at least h(3n2+6n - 8) edges if n is even. 
Let l<d,Sd,S l ** Sd,Sn- 1 be the degree sequence of a graph G satisfy- 
ing the criterion of Chvatal [3), i.e., di s i <in implies d,_i > n -i. Then the 
interval of integers [ 1, ii(n - 1 >]] has a unique partition into consecutive maximal 
subintervals I ,,...,!,suchthatl~I~andforl~j~keither(i)d,~iforalliin 
f, or (ii) d, > i for all i in 1’. For each subinterval Ij let aj and 6j be the smallest 
and largest members of Zj, respectively. We note that aj+l= bj + 1 for 1 <i s k - 1 
and define ak+ , = bk + 1( = [ji<n f I)$ ). 
If I is a subinterval satisfying (i), then a - 1 c d,_, s di s i for a s i s b so that 
d,_,an-i and we have 
id,+ fd”_i* i(a+n-ij. 
t=a i=a i=a 
A similar argument shows that the saule bound holds for subintervals satisfying 
(ii). Consequently 
fdia i 
4 C(n+a,-i)~nU;n-l),-‘( ny*l(i _ 1) 
li=a 
J i=l 
G has at least #n* - 2n - @ edges. 
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The several bounds obtained above suggest that if the effectiveness of a 
criterion for the existence of a hamiltonian cycle in a graph G is measured only by 
the number of edges needed for satisfaction of the criterion, then the improve- 
ment of the Bondy-Chvatal criterion over that of Pbsa or Chvatal type is as 
significant as the improvement of the latter over that of Dirac or Ore type. 
Remark 3. 1~1 applying the Bondy-Chvatal criterion to a graph G we have, on 
occasion, found it advantageous to work with the complement of G. In the next 
section we emphasize, as propositions, some of the conspicuous properties of the 
complementary form of the Bondy-Chvatal criterion. 
Remark 4. In the next section we will construct the complements of graphs G of 
order n with C,(G) = K, and having f(k) edges. There are more such extremal 
graphs but we have no estimates for the number. The determination of nontrivial 
bounds for this number appears to us to be an interesting problem of some 
significance. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
We: find it easier to consider the complementary problem. For this purpose we 
say a graph G is m-vanishing, m 30, if the recursive deletion of edges uu for 
which d(u) + d(u) s m leads to a totally disconnected graph. For m 2 0, n 2 1, let 
g(n, m) be the maximum number of edges possible in an m-vanishing graph of 
order n. We note that 
g(n, m)=(s) if nza2n-2. (1) 
Proposition 1. If G is a nontriuidll m-vanishing graph, then G- v is m-vanishing 
for each vertex v of G. 
This follows since the edges of G - u may be deleted in the same order as that 
in obtaining a totally disconnected graph from G. 
From Proposition 1 it follows that if U is any proper subset of vertices of an 
m-vanishing graph then G - U is also n? -vanishing. In particular an m-vanishing 
graph G of order n 33 with at least one edge contains an edge uu such that 
dG( U) + dG( ?I) s m and G -{pi, v} is m - vanishing. Consequently we have 
g(n+2, m&m-l+g(n, m) for m,n>l. (2) 
Proposition 2. If 1 s m s 2n + 1, then 
$n(m- l)-$(m2- l), m odd, 
g(?t, m)S $z(m-l)-$m2, m even, n -irn even, (3) 
$z(m-l)-i(m2-4), m even, n-$rn odd. 
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Prod. We prove 13) by induction on n. If m = 2n -2, 2n - 1, 2n ,;)r 2n + 1 it is 
easy to verify that the r.h.s. of (3) is equal to (z) which, by (l), is g(n, m). The 
inductive step follows immediately by using (2) so we conclude that (3) holds. 
We will construct m-vanishing graphs of order n that have the number of edges 
specified in the r.h.s. of (3) so that equality in (3) will be established. 
Before doing so, however, let us suppose equality holds in (3) and determine 
f(n, k 1. the minimum number of edges a graph of order n with complete k-closure 
can have. 
Now, for 0~ k s 2n - 2, a graph G of order n has a complete k-closure if and 
only if the complement of G is (2n - k - 2)-vanishing since the sequence of edges 
added to G to obtain K, is precisely the sequence of edges deleted from G’ to 
obtain K’,. As a consequence we have the foliowing. 
Proposition 3. f(n, k)=(g)-g(n, 2n-k-2) for Osks2n-2. 
If we assume equality in (3) and set m = 2n - k - 2 we obtam, for 0 s k c 
2t1- 2, 
i(k2+4k+3), k odd 
f(n. k)= i(k2+4k +4), k even, ik odd 
i(k2+4k), k even, $k even. 
Since the theorem is an immediate consequence 
construct m-vanishing graphs of order ~rz, 1 s m c 2n 
(4) 
of (4) it remains only to 
t 1, having the number of I - 
edges specified in the r.h.s. of (3). We construct such graphs, H(n, m), as follows. 
For tI b 1 let H( n, 1) be K:,. For n 2 1 let H(n, 2j consist of iin] copies of K2 
and. if n is odd, an additional vertex. For n 3 1 let H(n, 3) be the path on n 
vertices. It is easily verified that H( n, m), m = 1, 2, 3, is m-vanishing and has the 
number of edges specified in the r.h.s. of (3). For 4~ m ~2n + 1 our construction 
depends on the parity of rn. 
(i) ttl is even and at least 4. For both I = $TI and I = $I + 1 set H(I, m) = K1, 
and label its vertices 5, 0~ j 6 1 -1. For n=2i+Z, ial, we define H(n,m) 
rccursivcly by 
V(H(n. HI)>= V(H(n -2, t?Z))ti{X_i, X/+i_ 1) 
and 
E(ff(n, m)) = E(H(n -2, M))W :x. lX-i+rq X._iXl+i-1, Xl+i-IXl+i-z} 
U{X_,Xj 1 C+i-~m+d+i-3) 
U{Xl+i_*Xj 1 -i+ 9++n-i-2) (5) 
and note that two of the sets are empty for m = 4. It is easily verified that m-l 
edges iire added to H(n - 2, nz) in consl’ructing N(n, m) so that the size of H(n, 
111 ! is 1 i xn by the r.h.s. of (3). 
It cmin:.. in this case, to show that H(n, m) is rn-vanishing. For this purpose 
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we exhibit the degrees of the vertices of H(n, m) in the following tables. That 
these actually are the degrees of the vertices of H(n, nr) may be proven by 
induction on i using (5). Because of the many cases that must be considered we 
suppress the proof; full details will appear in the dissertation of the first author. 
TO use the tables to find d(+) in H(n, m) one first chooses 1 to be $n or &n + 1 
if m is even and i(m - 1) or $( m + 1) if m is odd so that y1 and 2 have the same 
parity. The values of m and I determine which table is to be used. Let i = i(n - I) 
and, in the appropriate table, choose the pair of columns corresponding to the 
interval containing i. In the left one of these two columns find the interval 
containing (or value of) j and to the right of it read d(xj). 
For example to determine the degree of x,~ in H(40, 10) we use the table for 
m=lOand l=$m + 1 = 4, i.e., Table 2. We determine i = 17 and so, use the third 
pair of columns. Since j lies in the interval [;m, i + l] we have d(+) = m -I 1= 9. 
The table for d(xj) in H( ~1, m), n = 2i + 2, I= 4 m, m = 0 mod 4 has column-pair 
headings 1 c i sb( m - 4), $rn s i s$( m - 6), i = $(,n - 4) and i &( m - 2); otherwise 
the table is the same as Table 1. 
The table for d(xj) in H(m, n), n = 2i + 1, I= :, hz + 1, .n = 0 mod 4 is the same as 
Table 2 except that the column-pair headings read 1 G i < a( m - 8), $( m - 4) G i s 
i(rn -6) and i a$(rn -4). 
If from H(n, m), n > 1, we consecutively delete the edges X-iXl+i-1, Xl+i-lX/+i-2, 
Xl+i_*Xj for -i+l<j<$m-i-2, X_iX_i+l and XiXj for I+i-3ajal-im+i we 
are left with H(n - 2, m)+x_i +xl+i_l. From the tables we verify that we have 
deleted only edges uv where d(u) + d(v) G m, the degrees being measured in the 
graph from which MU is deleted. Consequently, in the case m is even, we obtain an 
inductive proof that H(n, m) is vanishing; as before, details of the proof are left to 
the dissertation of the first author. 
(ii) m is odd and at least 5. For both 1 =$(m - 1) and 1 =&z + 1) set H(k 
m) = Kl and label its vertices Xi, 0 s j s 1 -1, For n=2i+II, ial, we define H(n, 
m) recursively by 
V(H(rrt, m))= V(N(n--2, m))u{x-i, xl+i-l> 
Table 1. d(x,) in H(n, III), rt = 2i + 1, I = irn, m ~2 mod 4. 
lSiiA(m-(1) 
i d(*,) 
_ 
-i ini 
I-i+l.-11 im+i+j+ I 
0 $n +i 
[l.i-I] im+i+j- I 
[i,lm-i-21 $1 + 2i - I 
[:ln-i-I,Inl-?]m+i-j-3 
;m - I im+i- I 
[&I. :m + i - 21 m+i-j-l 
~PI t i -- I $1 
______L___e 
:(tn -2)Si S:(n* -6) 
i d(x,) 
-i irn 
I-i+l. -II lm+i4 j+l 
0 lm+i 
r1 . $n -. i - 31 im+i-Ij-I 
rim-i-2.il m -3 
Ii+ 1 . $?l - 21 h+i-j-3 
!m -- 1 $n+i- 1 
[im.imti-21 m+i-j- I 
Jm+i -I :m 
- 
i = $11 -3) 
i d(x,) 
-- 
-i $1 
[-i+l. -11 im+i+j+ I 
0 m - 2 
[I,$,- 11 m-3 
f&n. $n + i - 21 mti-j-l 
$n+i-I 
3 .??I 
-~ 
i d(x,J 
_- -~ 
-I in1 
1 -i + I. Jm --i - 31 Jttl + I -t I+ 1 
(&l-r-2.- I1 m - I 
0 nt - 2 
f1.h -21 111 - 3 
$n - I m - 2 
rim. I 1 m I 
II t I. ittt t i - 21 m+i 1 I 
irntl I ;m 
._ -_- 
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Table 2. .d(x,) in H(n, m), n = 2i + I, I := fm + 1, m ~2 mod 4. 
and 
E(ff(n, m)) = E(H(n -2, m)) U {X--J-i+l, X--iXl+i-l, Xl+i-1Xl+i-2} 
U{%_iXj 1 I--:(m+l)+i+l~j~I+i-3} 
U{Xl+i_IXj i -i+ lSjSi(m+ 1)-i-2} (6) 
and no% Sat one of the sets is empty for m = 5. As in (i) it is easily verified that 
tkc r.h.s. of (3) gives the number of edges in H(n, m) so that it remains only to 
show that H(n, m) is m vanishing. As before we list, without details of the 
inductive proof, the degrees of the vertices of H(n, m). 
The table for d(Xj) in H(n, m), n = 2i + l, I = i(rq - l), m = 1 mod 4 has column- 
pair headings 1 ~is&n-5), &II-l)G~$(m-5) and ia$(m-3); otherwise 
the table is the same as Table 3. 
The table for d(Xj) in H(n, m), n = 2i + I, I 7~ $n + l), m = 1 mod 4 is the same 
as Table 4 except that the column-pair headings read 1 s i s&n - S), $( m - 1) s 
isi(m-5) and iaf(m-3). 
If from H(n, m), n >I, we consecutively delete the edges X_iXI+i_l, X-ix-i+?, 
X-iXj for I+i-3sjN-i(m+l)+i+l, Xl+i-lX_i+l, Xl+i_lXl+i__2 and Xl+i_lXj for 
-i+2sjc$(m+l)-i-2weareleftwithH(n-2, m)+X_i+Xl+i-,.Asoutlined 
before we complete the proof that H( n, ~92) is m-vanishing by induction in this 
case too and the proof of the theorem is finished. 
Table 3. d!x,) in H(n, m), n=2i+1, I=#m-11, m=3 mod 4. 
lS,S$t?l-3) 
I 4(x,) 
-1 4(m - 1) 
I I* 1. - 11 &VI-1Jtr rJ+l 
1:.,-1, $m-lJ+i m - 1)-f i @j- 1 
[1.$m-Is-i-l] %h-l)+2i-l 
[$tta -lP-l,~lm-l)-l] m+i-j-3 
&m - 1 I. i rr -19+1-Z] m+l-j-1 
;trn-tp+1 I &tl- 1)+ 1 
I- _ ---_ 
-1 f(m-1) 
[-i+l. -11 f(m-1, ‘-i+j+l 
~0 $m-l)+i 
[1.&m-1)-i-2] f(m-l)+i+j-1 
[$m-l)-i-l.i] m-3 
[i+l,$m-1,-l] m+i-j-3 
14(rn-l),t(m-l)ti-21 m+i-j-l 
$m-l)+i- I &w-1,+1 
i*$m-3) 
i dtx, b --___ 
-i i(m - 1) 
[-i+l,&m-1)-i-2] $m-l)+i+j+l 
[&m-1)-i-l. -11 m-l 
0 m-2 
[l. hl- l)- l] m-3 
[km - 1 h i] m-l 
[i+l,km-l)+i-21 
&m-l)+i--1 
m+i-j-l 
&m-l)+1 
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Table 4. d(x,) in H(n, m), n = 2i + 1, I = j(m + l), m - 3 mod 4. 
laizS(m-7) d(rn - 3)cftm - 5) 
i d(q) I i d(x/) I I f(Xj) 
km-11 
km - .j+i+j+ 1 
L 11 
[i+l.km-1)-i-l] 
km-l)+i+j-1 
km- lb+21 
~m-l~)-i.i(m-l)-ll m+i-j-2 
m- f(m-l)+i 
I&m-l)+l,)(m-l)+i-I] m+i-j 
ftm-l)+i t(rn-l)+l 
[~i+1,0] 
f(M- 1) 
[l,f(m-11-i-21 
km-l)+i+j+l 
km-l)+i+j-1 
[km-l)-i-l,i+l] m-3 
[i + 2.h m-1)-1] m+i-j-2 
I-h - 1) 4(m-l)+i 
[&(m-l)+l,f(m-l)+i-l]m+i-j 
f(m-l)+i $(m-1)tl 
km - ‘I) 
;_litl,hm-1)-i-2] km- l)+i+jtl 
thm-U-i--1,0] m-l 
p”I; l)- 11 m-3 
m-2 
IfZl~l~tl,~tl] m-l 
[i+2,f(m-lIti- mti- j 
#(m- 1)ti f ( m - L)+ 1 
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